Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Dataset retrieval is receiving more attention as people from different fields and domains start to rely on datasets for their work. There are many data portals with the purpose of effective and efficient data management and data sharing, such as data.gov[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}, datahub[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} and data.world[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"}. Most of those data portals use CKAN[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"} as their backend. However, there are two problems of dataset search engines using such infrastructure: First, ranking performance relies on the quality of metadata of datasets, while many datasets lack high quality metadata; second, the information in the metadata may not satisfy the user's information need or help them solve their task \[[@CR3]\]. A user may not know the organization of a potentially relevant dataset, or the tags data publishers provide with a dataset. Such information can hardly be used for dataset ranking.

In this paper, we focus on the problem of dataset retrieval where dataset content is in tabular form, since tabular data is widely-used and easy to read and write. As illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, a dataset consists of a data table (dataset content) and metadata. A data table usually has one header row, followed by one or more data rows. The header row consists of a list of **schema labels** (attribute names) whose actual values are stored in data rows. Metadata usually includes title and description of the dataset.Fig. 1.The structure of a dataset. Metadata includes the title and any description. A trained schema label generator is used to generate additional schema labels (green part) from similar data tables. (Color figure online)

Schema labels, which represent high-level concepts, are underutilized if we directly score them with a user query. Consider the example in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}; the vocabulary of schema labels could be very different from other fields and user queries. "LocationAbbr", standing for "Location Abbreviation", is unlikely to appear in a user query so this dataset is less likely to be recalled. However, we can enhance this dataset by generating schema labels such as "place" and "city" appearing in other, similar datasets, which could provide a better soft-matching signal with respect to a user query, and therefore increase the chance that it can be recalled.

In this work, we first propose a new method for schema label generation. We learn latent feature representations of schema labels automatically by jointly decomposing the dataset-schema label interaction matrix and schema label-schema label interaction matrix. Then we propose a framework for enhancing dataset retrieval by schema label generation to address the problem that schema labels are not effectively used by existing dataset search engines. We create a new public benchmark[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"} based on federal (U.S.) datasets and use it to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed framework for dataset retrieval. We additionally consider a web table retrieval task and demonstrate that the features generated from schema labels can be effective for supervised ranking.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

Dataset search has become a new research field with new challenges. Chapman et al. \[[@CR3]\] classify dataset search into *basic* and *constructive* dataset search. Basic dataset search returns a list of existing datasets based on a user's query, while constructive dataset search \[[@CR5]\] generates datasets on-the-fly based on a user's needs and query. Google recently released a dataset search service[6](#Fn6){ref-type="fn"}. Like many other data portals, their service relies on metadata of datasets, annotated on web pages using a standard defined by [schema.org](https://schema.org/).

Other work on applications of Web tables is also related to our work. Cafarella et al. \[[@CR2]\] proposed WebTables system which extract Web tables from top ranked pages by keyword search. Sekhavat et al. \[[@CR13]\] proposed a probabilistic method that augments an existing knowledge base with facts from Web tables. Zhang et al. \[[@CR16]\] developed generative probabilistic models to equip spreadsheets with smart assistance capabilities. Specifically, given a table, they recommend additional rows and column headings by leveraging the information from the Web tables. They also developed semantic matching features for table retrieval \[[@CR17]\].

The techniques designed for Web table analysis could potentially be applied to dataset search. In our work, each dataset is associated with data in tabular form. Extracting useful information from tables such as entities and attribute names could help with the retrieval task. Trabelsi et al. \[[@CR14]\] recently proposed custom embeddings for column headers based on multiple contexts for table retrieval, and found representing numerical cell values to be useful. Zhang et al. \[[@CR16]\] proposed to use semantic concepts to represent queries and tables for ranking entity-focused tables. However, dataset search could be inherently more difficult since datasets do not need to be entity-focused.

Schema Label Enhanced Ranking {#Sec3}
=============================

In this section, we introduce the framework of schema label enhanced dataset retrieval. As illustrated in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, our framework has two stages: in the first stage, we first train a schema label generator with the method proposed in Sect. [3.1](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} and use it to generate additional schema labels for all the datasets; in the second stage, we use a mixed ranking model to combine the scores of schema labels and other fields for dataset ranking. In the following subsections, we present a detailed illustration of the two stages.Fig. 2.The proposed schema label enhanced dataset retrieval framework. The green blocks indicate generated schema labels for different datasets. (Color figure online)

Schema Label Generation {#Sec4}
-----------------------

We propose to improve dataset search by making use of generated schema labels, since these can be complementary to the original schema labels and especially valuable when they are otherwise absent from a dataset.

We treat schema label generation as a multi-label classification problem. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L_m = \{l \in L | P(l|x_i) \ge \theta \}$$\end{document}$$In practice, we could first generate the top *m* schema labels and filter out those results with a probability lower than the threshold.

Chen et al. \[[@CR4]\] proposed to predict schema labels based on curated features of data values. Instead of designing curated features for schema labels, we consider learning their representations in an automated manner. Inspired by collaborative filtering methods in recommender systems, we model each dataset as a user and each schema label as an item. Then a dataset with a schema label can be considered as positive feedback between a user and an item. By exploiting the user-item co-occurrences and item-item co-occurrences, we can learn the latent representations of schema labels. In the following, we show how to construct a preference matrix in the context of schema label generation and how to learn the schema label features.
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**Label Embedding.** Recently, word embedding techniques (e.g., word2vec \[[@CR11]\]) have been valuable in natural language processing tasks. Given a sequence of words, a low-dimensional continuous representation called word embedding can be learned for each word. Word2vec's skip-gram model with negative sampling (SGNS) is equivalent to implicitly factorizing a word-context matrix, whose cells are the pointwise mutual information (PMI) of the respective word and context pairs, shifted by a global constant \[[@CR9]\]. The PMI between word *i* and its context word *j* is defined as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\#(i,j)$$\end{document}$ is the number of times word *j* appears in the context window of word *i* and \|*D*\| is the total number of word-context pairs. Then, a shifted positive PMI (SPPMI) of word *i* and word *j* is calculated as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A schema label exists in the context of other schema labels. Therefore, we perform word embedding techniques to learn the latent representations of schema labels. However, we do not consider the order of schema labels. Therefore, given a schema label, all other schema labels which come from the same data table are considered as its context. With the constructed SSPMI matrix of co-occurring schema labels, we are able to decompose it to learn the latent representations of schema labels.

**Joint Learning of Schema Label Representations.** Schema label representations learned from MF capture the interactive information between datasets and schema labels, while the word2vec style representations explain the co-occurrence relationships of schema labels. We use the CoFactor model \[[@CR10]\] to jointly learn schema label representations from both dataset-label interaction and label-label interaction:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Schema Label Generation.** After obtaining the jointly learned representations of schema labels, we can use them as features for schema label generation. In this paper, we use the concatenation of schema label representations introduced here and the curated features proposed by Chen et al. \[[@CR4]\] to construct each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The Mixture Ranking Model {#Sec5}
-------------------------

Based on the schema label generation method proposed above, we index the generated schema labels for each dataset. Now, each dataset has the following fields: metadata, data rows, schema labels and generated schema labels. A straightforward way to rank datasets is to use traditional ranking methods for documents.

Zhang and Balog \[[@CR17]\] represent tables as single field documents or multifield documents for table retrieval task. For *single field document representation*, a dataset is treated as a single document by concatenating the text from all the fields. Then traditional methods such as BM25 can be used to score the dataset. For *multifield document representation*, each field is scored independently against the query and a weighted sum is used for ranking.

In our **Schema Label Mixed Ranking (SLMR)** model, we score schema labels differently from other fields. The focus of our work is to learn how schema labels, data rows and other metadata may differently influence dataset retrieval performance. Note that, for simplicity, we consider the other metadata (title and description) as a single text field, since title and description are homogeneous compared with schema labels and data rows. Therefore, we have the following scoring function for a dataset *D*:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Due to the existence of a large number of non-dictionary words in schema labels \[[@CR4]\] that would otherwise be outside of the vocabulary of a word-based embedding, we represent schema labels and query terms using fastText \[[@CR1]\] in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Data Collection {#Sec6}
===============

Here we describe how we construct the new benchmark for dataset retrieval in detail. We collected 2417 resources published by the U.S. federal government from Data.gov which cover a variety of topics. Each resource includes one or more CSV format data tables and corresponding metadata. Each CSV table is treated as a single dataset and we use the resource-level metadata to annotate each dataset.

Task Creation and Query Collection {#Sec7}
----------------------------------

We created six tasks in which each describes a separate information need to find one or more datasets. For each, we have a statement about the information need which describes what datasets are considered as relevant. We additionally verified for each task the existence of at least one relevant dataset. The dataset is public available[7](#Fn7){ref-type="fn"}.

We used Amazon Mechanical Turk[8](#Fn8){ref-type="fn"} to obtain diverse queries for these tasks from real users. Every annotator was presented with the task descriptions and asked to provide a query for each created task. To avoid the impact of task order on the quality of annotations, we randomly shuffled the order of tasks for each annotator. We paid one dollar for each completed annotation job and 20 queries were collected for each task. Every collected query was manually examined and obviously unrelated queries were excluded from the collection.

Relevance Assessments {#Sec8}
---------------------

For each task and each suggested query, we used traditional ranking functions to score single field representations of each dataset and collect the top 100 results. The following ranking models were used: BM25, TF-IDF, Language model based on Jelinek-Mercer smoothing, and Language Model with Dirichlet smoothing. We also used each model with two different representations: the concatenation of all fields of the dataset and the concatenation of title and description. This leads to eight baselines for the pooled results.

Then, the collected task-dataset pairs were annotated for relevance using the crowdsourcing service provided by Figure Eight[9](#Fn9){ref-type="fn"}. We did not annotate the *query*-dataset pairs because the goal of dataset retrieval is to find relevant datasets with respect to a *task* which represents the real information need.

Annotators were presented with the task title, description and link to the data table. Each task-dataset pair was judged on a four point scale: 0 (off topic), 1 (poor), 2 (good), and 3 (excellent).[10](#Fn10){ref-type="fn"} Every annotator was paid 10 cents per task-dataset judgement.

Every single task-dataset pair was judged by three annotators and we take the majority vote as the relevance label. If no majority agreement is achieved, we take the average of the scores as the final label. The statistics of annotation results is shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1.For each task, the number of pairs assigned to each relevance label.Task \#Off topicPoorGoodExcellent1100634376421642485853083300270456153424632466028951622463551986181303614367 Table 2.NDCG\@k and Precision\@k of different models on dataset retrieval. The superscript + shows statistically significant improvements for our SLMR model over other single and multifield document ranking models. T means title, D means description, DT means data table, G means generated schema labels.MethodUsed fieldsNDCG\@5\@10\@20\@50P\@5\@10\@20\@50SDRT+D0.89200.84900.82220.81210.41220.36520.34520.3585SDRDT0.73780.70360.69640.71070.28560.29740.29310.3122SDRT+D+DT0.84350.79540.77630.77850.25740.28700.31700.3357MDRT+D+DT0.92850.88740.86830.86310.40860.3612**0.4026**0.3767SLMRT+D+G**0.9293**$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Evaluation {#Sec9}
==========

Evaluation Metrics {#Sec10}
------------------

We evaluate dataset retrieval performance over a range of metrics: Precision at *k* and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) at *k* \[[@CR6]\]. To test the significance of differences between model performances, we use paired t-tests with significance at the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p=0.01$$\end{document}$ level.

Baselines {#Sec11}
---------

We first present the baseline retrieval methods.

**Single-Field Document Ranking (SDR).** A dataset is considered as a single document. We use BM25 to score the concatenation of title and description, the text of the data table and the concatenation of all of them. By comparing the three results, we can learn about field level importance for dataset retrieval. Parameters are chosen by grid search.

**Multifield Document Ranking (MDR).** By setting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w_l =0$$\end{document}$, Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) degenerates to the Mixture of Language Models \[[@CR12]\]. BM25 is also used here as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$score_{text}()$$\end{document}$ in order to have a fair comparison with other methods. To optimize field weights, we use coordinate ascent. Finally, smoothing parameters are optimized in the same manner as single-field document ranking.

Experimental Results {#Sec12}
--------------------

In this section, we examine the following research questions:

**Q1**Does data table content help in dataset retrieval?**Q2**Do generated schema labels help in dataset retrieval?**Q3**Which fields are most important for the dataset retrieval task?

We first obtain features of schema labels as described in Sect. [3.1](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} and the number of latent factors is set to 40. Then we train a Random Forest with the learned schema label features. The scikit-learn implementation of Random Forest[11](#Fn11){ref-type="fn"} is used with default parameters except the number of trees is set to 25. In practice, we could choose any multi-label classifier. For each column, we select the top 10 generated schema labels and filter those with probability lower than 0.5. For each dataset, we index the generated schema labels as an additional field. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} summarizes the NDCG at *k* and Precision at *k* of different models. Note that, for Schema Label Mixed Ranking (SLMR), we trained three different models and the weights of used fields were forced to be non-zero in order to study the proposed research questions. The weights of used fields for multifield document representation are also set non-zero when optimizing the parameters.

From the results of single-field document ranking, we can see that only utilizing the data table for ranking leads to the worst performance. Scoring on the concatenation of title and description achieved the best results, which indicates that title and description are more important than the data table for ranking a dataset (**Q3**). Treating all fields of a dataset as a single-field document provides performance between the previous two models. This result is expected since the length of data tables are usually much larger than titles and descriptions, and therefore dominate the table representation.

By comparing the results of single-field and multifield document ranking, we observe that the combination of the scores of data table, title and description could improve NDCG\@k. Though NDCG\@k decreases when k increases, the relative improvement against single-field document ranking are more significant. In contrast, for Precision\@5, Precision\@10, single-field document ranking performs better than multifield document ranking, though the differences are small. So for **Q1**, under the setting of multifield document ranking, the content of the data table could help NDCG, but not help Precision of dataset retrieval results.

Without scoring data tables, our proposed schema label mixed ranking approach achieves the highest NDCG on all the rank cut-offs, which indicates that the generated schema labels can be useful to improve the NDCG of dataset retrieval results (**Q2**). Though Precision\@20 of multifield document ranking are higher than our proposed model, the difference is no more than 0.4% ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p\_value < 0.01$$\end{document}$). Whether data tables are scored or not, Precision\@k is not significantly different for schema label mixed ranking. Therefore, under the setting of schema label mixed ranking, data tables make little contribution in this scenario (**Q1**). One possible reason could be that data tables collected from data.gov contain large quantities of numerical values and will rarely be used to match user queries.

If a schema label mixed ranking model scores only on titles and descriptions ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w_l=0$$\end{document}$), it is equivalent to single-field ranking model scoring on titles and descriptions. Therefore, we can compare the results in first and fifth rows in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. With generated schema labels, the ranking model can have a higher performance on dataset retrieval task (**Q2**).

Schema Label Generation Enhanced Search for Web Tables {#Sec13}
------------------------------------------------------

The task of dataset search is similar to Web table search since both tasks use table structure to represent data. The difference is that a large amount of Web tables are entity focused and contain many named entities that can be linked to a knowledge base. However, our datasets collected from the data.gov data portal contain few useful entities in the table. Therefore, a lot of methods designed for Web table ranking cannot be applied to dataset search. The semantic table retrieval (STR) method proposed by Zhang and Balog \[[@CR16]\] relies on features from knowledge bases (bag of entities) which are not generally available for the scenario of dataset search. However, the schema label generation based method can be applied to table search. Thus, we performed additional experiments to show the performance of our method for the table search scenario.

We first generate schema labels for the table corpus shared by Zhang and Balog \[[@CR16]\] using the method proposed in Sect. [3.1](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. Then we append five additional features to their proposed features[12](#Fn12){ref-type="fn"} based on schema labels. Each feature is one type of semantic similarity between query and schema labels. Four features are calculated using the measurement proposed by Zhang and Balog (one early fusion feature, three late fusion features) and the last feature is the negative of Word Mover's Distance. Finally, like Zhang and Balog, we use Random Forest to perform pointwise regression and the final reported results are averaged over five runs of 5-fold cross-validation and shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}.Table 3.Supervised ranking results on table retrieval.MethodNDCG\@5\@10\@15\@20STR \[[@CR16]\]0.63660.65710.6630.6632Schema Label Features0.44890.52010.5340.5347STR + Schema Label Feat**0.65300.67280.67890.6761**

We can see that schema label features along cannot outperform STR. But combining them results in improvement. However, by calculating the normalized feature importance measured in terms of Gini score, we find that for STR with schema label features, WMD based measurement contributes the most among all the semantic features. Thus it demonstrates that the schema labels can be valuable for the table retrieval task as well.

Notably, in this table corpus, many tables lack much table content but contain rich text descriptions, which could be unfair for schema label generation-based methods. While for dataset search, each table has values but may lack high quality dataset descriptions. We believe that our schema label generation method can outperform STR in the scenario where text descriptions provide less useful information than the table itself.Table 4.Unsupervised ranking results on table retrieval.Used fieldsNDCG\@5\@10\@15\@20text0.37240.38910.40090.4178text + data table0.39010.40420.44220.4686text + data table + generated labels**0.40060.41180.44950.4766**text + data table + original labels0.39300.40550.44570.4709text + original labels0.37850.39340.41100.4283text + generated labels0.38080.39550.40640.4197

We also show unsupervised ranking results with Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""} in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. Unlike Zhang and Balog \[[@CR16]\], we consider page title, section title and caption as a single text field, in order to reduce the number of hyperparameters (field weights). The results show that generated labels are more effective than original labels for table ranking. It is unsurprising because generated labels often include not only original labels but also additional labels that can benefit the ranking model. We also notice that including the data table field achieves better results than not scoring it, which is contrary to the results of dataset ranking. It is also expected since WikiTables are entity-focused and include a lot of text information while data tables from data.gov include more numeric values.

Conclusion {#Sec14}
==========

In this paper, we have proposed a schema label enhanced ranking framework for dataset retrieval. The framework has two stages: in the first stage, a schema label generator is trained to generate additional schema labels for each dataset column; in the second stage, given a user query, datasets are ranked by their original fields together with generated schema labels. Schema label generation is treated as a multi-label classification task in which each column of a dataset is associated with multiple schema labels. Instead of using hand-curated features, we learn the latent feature representations of schema labels by a CoFactor model in which the dataset-schema label interactions and schema label-schema label interactions are captured. With the schema label mixed ranking model, the traditional ranking scores for text fields (title, description, data rows) and word embedding-based scores for generated schema labels can be used to rank the datasets.

We created a new benchmark to evaluate the performance of dataset retrieval. The experimental results demonstrate our proposed framework can effectively improve the performance on the dataset retrieval task. It achieved the highest NDCG on all the rank cut-offs compared with all baseline methods. We also apply our method to the web table retrieval task which is similar to dataset search and find that the features generated from schema labels can help in supervised ranking as well.
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The following labeling guidance was provided to annotators: *a dataset is off topic if the information does not satisfy the information need, and should not be listed in the search results from a search engine; a dataset is poor if a search engine were to include this in the search results, but it should not be listed at the top; a dataset is good if you would expect this dataset to be included in the search results from a search engine; a dataset is excellent if you would expect this dataset ranked near the top of the search results from a search engine.*

<http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestClassifer.html>.

<https://github.com/iai-group/www2018-table/tree/master/feature>.
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